
First Term TEST                                                                                                         2019/2020 

The hero Abdelkader Ibn Muhieddine known as El Emir 

Abdelkader was an Algerian religious man and a military 

leader. This great hero was born in 1807, in Guetna near 

Mascara, where he grew up and learnt the Quran as well as 

other subjects.                                                                                                  

El Emir was a political leader and a brave warrior. He 

successfully faced the French army and saved the Christian 

community of Damascus from a massacre, in 1860. So, this 

intervention, which is now called the human rights, brought him 

admiration and awards from around the world.                                                                                                           

This hero won many battles against the French army. Among 

his most famous battles are The Battle of Maktaa, The Battle of 

Sig and The Battle of Sidi Brahim. The French army feared El 

Emir because they were attacked unexpectedly by his army. He 

defended his land and protected the Algerian values, language 

and religion to keep the Algerians unified against their enemy. 

However, El Emir’s rebellion ended up and he was forced to 

surrender. In 1848, he was transferred with his family and 

followers to the Château d’ Amboise.  

                                                          Adapted from Wikipédia 

 

 

Part One:(14 pts)                                                                                                                       

A/ Reading comprehension: (7pts)                                                                                         

Read the text carefully and do the following tasks.                                                         

Activity One: Read the text then match the titles with their corresponding paragraphs 

(3pts)  

              

 

 

Activity  Two: Read the text then answer the following questions (2pts)                                             

1- Who is El Emir Abdelkader ?..........................................................................................                                              

2-Why did the French army fear El Emir ?......................................................................  

Activity three: Choose the right word (2pts)   

1- Brave  ˆ=‰‰‰‰‰                     a)Intelligent     b) Courageous    c) Shy                                                         

2-among‰‰‰   =                         a) between       b) all                  c)  some     

   

Titles Paragraphs 

a-El Emir’s intervention Paragraph 1 

b-introduction to El Emir’s life Paragraph 2 

c-El Emir’s battle Paragraph 3 
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  B/ Mastery of the language: (7pts)   

Activity One: Complete the table with the right verb form: (2pts)                                                        

Infinitive S. past Past part.  Infinitive S. past Past part. 

To study ………………. studied  To become ……………… become 

……………… wrote …………….  …………….. Spoke  spoken 

To find found …………….  ……………. designed ………………. 

Activity two: Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets: (3pts) 

                     Malek Bennabi (to write) ……….... the book “The Conditions of Renaissance” in 

1948, where he ( to define)…………….. culture. It is very important (to study)………… his 

thoughts. 

Activity three: Cross in each list the word which have a different vowel sound (2pts) 

/ai/  writer – find – take – life                     /ei/ stay – sailor- try – make 

/aʊ/ loud – load – how – now                        /ɔi/ soil –noise- toy – dice  

PART TWO : Situation of integration (6pts) 

     Your teacher asked you to write an article about one of the most famous outstanding 

figures in the Algerian history. You have chosen Malek Bennabi.                                                                 

Use the information below and write a short biography about him for your school magazine.  

Name : Malek Bennabi 

Date and place of birth: January 1st,1905 in Constantine  

Occupation: writer, philosopher 

Field: human society ,especially muslim with a focus on the reason behind the fall of muslim 

civilization 

Education: in Paris and Algiers  

Graduation: engineering 

Books: “The Conditions of Renaissance” 1948 and “The Question of Culture “ 1954  

Date and place of death:  October31st, 1973 in Algiers . 

                                                                BEST   OF   LUCK 

                                                Your teacher: Mr Hadj Rabah 
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        First Term TEST  (correction)                                                                                                       

2019/2020 

Part One:(14 pts)                                                                                                                       

A/ Reading comprehension: (7pts)                                                                                         

Read the text carefully and do the following tasks.                                                         

Activity One: matching the titles with their corresponding paragraphs (3pts)  

        

 

 

Activity  Two: The answers (2pts)                                                                                                               

1- Abdelkader Ibn Mahieddine known as El Emir Abdelkader was an Algerian religious man and 

a military warrior.                                                                                                                                        

2- Because they were attacked unexpectedly by El Emir’s army. 

Activity three: The right word (2pts)   

1- Brave  ˆ= b) Courageous      1pt                                                                                                   

2-among‰=‰ a) between          1pt 

 

  B/ Mastery of the language: (7pts)   

Activity One: The right verb form: (2pts)     (0.5 pt for each correct verb form)                                                   

Infinitive S. past Past part.  Infinitive S. past Past part. 

To study studied studied  To become became become 

To write wrote written  To speak Spoke  spoken 

To find found found  To design designed designed 

Activity two: The correct form of the verbs in brackets: (3pts) 

                     Malek Bennabi (to write) wrote 1pt the book “The Conditions of Renaissance” 

in 1948, where he ( to define) designed 1pt  culture. It is very important (to study)                          

to study 1pt  his thoughts. 

Titles Paragraphs 

a-El Emir’s intervention Paragraph 1 

b-introduction to El Emir’s life Paragraph 2 

c-El Emir’s battle Paragraph 3 
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Activity three: Cross in each list the word which have a different vowel sound (2pts) 

/ai/  writer – find – take – life  0.5pt                   /ei/ stay – sailor- try – make 0.5pt 

/aʊ/ loud – load – how – now   0.5pt                     /ɔi/ soil –noise- toy – dice     0.5pt 

PART TWO : Situation of integration (6pts) 

       There are many famous outstanding figures in Algeria. One of them is Malek Bennabi. 

He was born on January 1st 1905 in Constantine. He was educated in Paris and Algiers .He 

graduated in engineering. 

          He was a great writer and philosopher who wrote about human society, especially 

Muslim society with a focus on the reason behind the fall of Muslim civilization. 

One of his famous books are : “The Conditions of Renaissance” in 1948 and “The Question of 

Culture” in 1954 . 

           Malek Bennabi died on October31st, 1973 in Algiers. 

 

 

 

Your teacher: Mr Hadj Rabah 
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